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 The market

Our renovation concept is focused on this specific segment of buildings  from 1960-1975, 
that due to the highly increase of housing demand on that time were build fast and low qua-
lity in terms of construction. 
Now, after 50 years those buildings are challenging architects, cities and owners because 
they are reaching the end of its lifespan. Demolition is not actually the best idea because it 
generates a lot of waste, energy, and CO2 emissions and resources while is perhabs much 
more expensive.

information for investors
About the renovation

The investors

In our project, the target investors are divided in two.
First of all we find those big realstate companies as could be sato, that have a big volume 
of properties as well as enough economic resources to start different renovations in order 
to improve the quality of life of the inhabitants as well as the efficiency of the buildings.
Secondly we fine those small owners that have buildings that were build between the 60’s 
and 70’s which requires a renovation due to construction and perhabs structural problems 
or weaknesses but they don’t have enough money to start the renovation.

For both investors we have a solution in order to renew the building into a new concept 
where the neighbors and the interaction are main actors as well as the energy efficiency 
trough different passive ways but the fact is that the timing is lightly different.



Big companies

This investors will have enough money to start the renovation. We will analyse the surroundings of the 
building in order to start de design process according to the sun and wind direction and other inputs from the 
site. After the design and after the agreement with the realstate and construction company we will start the 
renovation. After this renovation there’s the possibility that our start-up, start from down (view dear costu-
mer,)  takes advantatge of the useless spaces on the old structure in order to offer temporary rooms to increa-
se the benefits and recover the inversion faster.

Small owners

For this investors we are offering the other way round, we will begin by colonizing the free space in the 
community by placing those wooden prefabricated rooms and host temporary inhabitants that will start to 
create benefits. The owners will start to keep this money untill they have enough to start the renovation. The-
re’s the possibility that this temporary inhabitants can stay while the renovation is going on in order to keep 
earning money. After the renovation the owners can decide if they want the temporary inhabitants.

The product

Values

Our concept departs from the site. We are interested on an architecture that tries to be self-sufficient through 
the enviroment sources and inputs. Sun, wind direction, views, the existing urban landscape, facilities are 
our  foundations.
Our project wants to be simple by using two gestures first of all by taking out the staircase and use the gap 
as a courtyard in order to improve the air, light and living conditions, and secondly by place all the circula-
tions on the facade that recieves more sun radiation. This facade will work in different ways. First of all as 
a buffering space with positive temperature all the year long, improving the air quality and allowing natural 
ventilation. After this, it works as a natural heating source through thermal mass and finally we are creating a 
vertical social space to promote synergies between tenants.

Why is this interesting for the investors?

By using this system (geometry instead of technology) we are highly decreasing the energy demand down to 
73%. 
The building will be self-sufficient without any source during 8/9 months after this we will need some ener-
gy in order to heat the apartments but it will less that it could by thanks to all thos passive elements.

Since we are using mainly constructive solutions the owners will need less maintenance of high-tech ele-
ments which can be really expensive. At the same time and for the same reason the building is not that sub-
jected to the fast evolution of technologies and lifespans of the equipment which means less technological 
waste and less CO2 emissions.

Furthermore we are using recycled materials that have a low impact on the enviroment. We are also using 
wood which is able to store CO2, gives a charm and warm interior and its easy to recycle and make a profit 
of it.
In addition to this we are trying to recycle the materials that we are taking out by placing them smashed on 
gabion retaining walls, outdoor pavement and so on in order to reduce as much as we can the waste of the 
building and saving money by using existing resources.



Finally we are building a new concept of living through a facade that works as a living room for the neigh-
bors. This can help on creating different synergies that can be useful in order to reduce resources.

The selling

Our intention is to create customer loyalty of all those big companies that have a big amount of potential 
renovations. For this reason is important first of all reach them and keep them happy with our job. For this 
reason will need different chanels and resources. This is the marketing of our project.

Chanels

To begin with we will use the material that we have been producing for the Zero competition to start the 
campaign. First we will use the social networks in order to reach as many people as possible, we will create 
our own website with more information and in addition to this we will also contact some specialized blogs 
in order to heve some posts about our concept. Perhabs through our letter Dear neighbor, . 
After having build our “internet image” we will start to contact different companies explaining our concept 
and offering our start up. Throug this start up we can also try to get some money that can be useful for the 
marketing of our concept before the first renovation.

The companies that we will contact will probably check our concept on internet, that’s why we think that 
it’s important to build the image before.

Once we find a company we will use all those on-line chanels in order to update what we are doing. At the 
moment that is finnished we will also follow how is the life of the inhabitants through different youtube 
interviews because for our project, the social aspect is a cornestone.  Through these updates and interviews 
we hope we can encourage other investors on trust our system and at the same time keep the confidence of 
our investor.
After the first renovation we will contact again spacialized blogs and websites in order to post some articles 
about the built project and reach an get more investors.




